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Clearly defined Independent
Financial Advice

Kirk Newsholme Financial Planning.
Clearly defined Independent Financial Advice.
Whether you’re looking for business or individual financial advice,
the first and foremost thing you need to know is that you can
trust your advisers. So why Kirk Newsholme?
The first reason is simple: we’re genuine advisers, not salespeople. Led by
Peter Blinkhorn and Richard Leonard, both Fellows of the Personal Finance
Society, our team will provide you with independent advice that stays
firmly focused on your objectives and your needs.
We hold the prestigious ‘Chartered Financial Planners’ designation by the
Chartered Insurance Institute. This is the industry’s gold standard for
firms of financial planners. It confirms that we have satisfied rigorous
qualification criteria by retaining highly-qualified staff who subscribe to
the membership conditions of the Institute.
If an adviser is offering genuine advice, we believe they have to be
independent…and we are. Our fee-based advice is based on what we
consider to be right for you – not anyone else. We have no affiliation with
any financial services provider. Our constant priority is to provide the
best possible service, and to ensure that every one of our clients know
they are important to us.

Our range of services
At Kirk Newsholme Financial Planning, whether you’re looking for business
or individual personal financial advice, we are able to help. Our range of
services include:

Financial Protection
Ensuring your loved ones are protected in the event of your death or
serious illness is the corner-stone of sound financial planning. As well as
protecting your wealth, protecting the wealth and financial well-being of
your family and dependants is a key part of our service.

Retirement Planning
For some people, retirement will last almost as long as their working lives.
We can help you in planning your income in retirement, structuring your
investments to meet your retirement objectives and minimise the tax you
pay.

Wealth Management
Choosing the right investments can offer real opportunities to enhance
your wealth and protect it against the effects of inflation. Our job as
financial planners is not to guarantee future returns or to try and second
guess which investments will perform best. Our job is to use our
knowledge, skill and experience to maximise the chances of you achieving
your aims and objectives.

Wealth Preservation
There are many ways in which your intended beneficiaries can see their
inheritance diluted or even be completely bypassed. These can be
avoided with proper estate planning done at the right time, protecting
and preserving your wealth for future generations.

Kirk Newsholme Financial Planning and You
Working together, we will help you identify the most tax-efficient
approach for your financial planning needs, allowing you to make the
most of your investments and reduce, wherever possible, the tax you
pay.
Too many “advisers” only see their clients when they want to sell them
something. Our help is provided on your terms, not our own. We will be
here when you need us to be, with advice on any and all aspects of your
finances.
Although a separate company, we also have access to the expertise of
over 40 professionals at Kirk Newsholme Chartered Accountants. We can
take the knowledge and expertise found in the largest and most
prestigious Consultancies, and deliver it to you in a highly personal yet
practical way.
We also think you will find us good to work with… we’ll be there when
you want us, and we’ll take the time to get to know you. You’ll enjoy a
productive relationship with real people.

Our Investment Ethos
We appreciate that everybody is unique. We also know that how, and
with whom you invest your money, is one of the most important
decisions you will make.
The guiding principles at the heart of our investment ethos are that we
find out what is important to you and build a plan to meet your goals. We
will employ the talents of a wide array of specialists on your behalf, so
that you don’t have to.

The team we employ
We use a robust, repeatable and proven investment process that makes
use of a host of expertise from across the investment management
profession. Simple though our process may appear, you can be sure that
when we arrive at a recommended investment strategy for you, a great
deal of expert resource has been used to formulate that
recommendation.
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Becoming a client
We’ll begin by discussing your aims and your priorities, before working
closely with you to develop a detailed Financial Plan to address your
objectives.
Once we’ve agreed a plan, we’ll review it regularly and proactively to
address changing needs, market situations, changes in legislation and
fresh opportunities.
At every stage in the process, you stay in full control and fully informed.
With Kirk Newsholme it’s all about communication and we believe in
putting our clients at the centre of our firm.
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